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Ascending System Overview



Ascending rope when climbing
1. Use prusik cord to tie klemheist or bachmann 

on climbing rope above harness tie-in knot.

2. Attach prusik cord to belay loop with locking 
carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above prusik cord on climbing rope.

4. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and slide prusik 
cord (waist loop) up as high as possible.

5. Sit in harness to hang on prusik cord (waist 
loop) and slide the sling (foot loop) up as high 
as possible.

6. Repeat steps 4-5 to move up the rope.

7. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 
a new figure 8 on a bight and locking 
carabiner every 5 feet or so as a backup.

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Locking 
carabiner

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Double 
fisherman’s 
bend

Sling (foot 
loop)

Water knot
(or sling stitching)

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity

To anchor/belayer



Ascending rope when rappelling
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, clipping it back to the belay loop 
with a locking carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above rappel device on climbing rope.

4. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and remove 
rappel device from rope.

5. Ascend the rope as described for “Ascending 
rope when climbing”.

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Locking 
Carabiner

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Rappel 
Device**

Sling (foot loop)

Water knot
(or sling stitching)

Rappel 
Extension

Backup 
Knot

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity
**Note: Shown prior to rappel device removal



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend
Step by Step



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity

To anchor/belayer

Starting condition:
Hanging from the end of the 
climbing rope by the tie-in knot.



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend
1. Use prusik cord to tie klemheist or 

bachmann on climbing rope above harness 
tie-in knot.

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity

Double 
fisherman’s 
bend



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend
1. Use prusik cord to tie klemheist or bachmann 

on climbing rope above harness tie-in knot.

2. Attach prusik cord to belay loop with locking 
carabiner.

Locking 
carabiner

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend
1. Use prusik cord to tie klemheist or bachmann 

on climbing rope above harness tie-in knot.

2. Attach prusik cord to belay loop with locking 
carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above prusik cord on climbing rope.

Sling (foot 
loop)

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Water knot
(or sling stitching)

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity

Klemheist
(or bachmann)



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend
1. Use prusik cord to tie klemheist or bachmann 

on climbing rope above harness tie-in knot.

2. Attach prusik cord to belay loop with locking 
carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above prusik cord on climbing rope.

You are now ready to ascend
Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Sling (foot 
loop)

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity



Stuck Climber Rigging to Ascend

● Optionally: The foot loop can be moved 
below the waist loop after making a few feet 
of progress up the rope.

● This may make it easier to move the waist 
loop up the rope.

● The foot loop must be installed above the 
waist loop initially in order to avoid pulling 
against the tie-in knot until there is some 
slack in the rope.

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)Sling

(foot loop)

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend
Step by Step



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Autoblock

Rappel 
Device**

Rappel 
Extension

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Starting condition:
Rappelling on an extension with 
an autoblock backup.

Prusik cord



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Locking 
CarabinerBackup 

Knot *Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, clipping it back to the belay loop 
with a locking carabiner.

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Locking 
Carabiner

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, clipping it back to the belay loop 
with a locking carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above rappel device on climbing rope.

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Sling (foot loop)

Water knot
(or sling stitching)

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, clipping it back to the belay loop 
with a locking carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above rappel device on climbing rope.

4. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and remove 
rappel device from rope.

Rappel 
Device**

Sling (foot loop)

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, clipping it back to the belay loop 
with a locking carabiner.

3. Use a sling to tie a klemheist or bachmann 
above rappel device on climbing rope.

4. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and remove 
rappel device from rope.

You are now ready to ascend

Sling (foot loop)

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Backup 
Knot *Note: Rappel extension sling removed for clarity



Stuck Rappeler Rigging to Ascend

● Alternatively, the waist loop can be placed 
above the rappel device and the foot loop 
can be placed below it.

● Instead of standing on the foot loop to unclip 
the rappel device the climber would stand on 
the foot loop to clip into the waist loop.

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Sling 
(foot loop)

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)



Ascending - Step by Step



Ascending - Step by Step
1. Set up ascending system as shown**

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Locking 
carabiner

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Double 
fisherman’s 
bend

Anchor sling 
(foot loop)

Water knot
(or sling stitching)

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity
**Note: Order of operations is the same if the 
harness loop is above the foot loop.

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

To anchor/belayer



Ascending - Step by Step
1. Set up ascending system as shown**

2. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and slide prusik 
cord (waist loop) up as high as possible.

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Anchor sling 
(foot loop)

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity
**Note: Order of operations is the same if the 
harness loop is above the foot loop.



Ascending - Step by Step
1. Set up ascending system as shown.**

2. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and slide prusik 
cord (waist loop) up as high as possible.

3. Sit in harness to hang on prusik cord (waist 
loop) and slide the sling (foot loop) up as 
high as possible.

Prusik cord 
(waist loop)

Anchor sling 
(foot loop)

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity
**Note: Order of operations is the same if the 
harness loop is above the foot loop.



Ascending - Step by Step
1. Set up ascending system as shown.**

2. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and slide prusik 
cord (waist loop) up as high as possible.

3. Sit in harness to hang on prusik cord (waist 
loop) and slide the sling (foot loop) up as high 
as possible.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 to move up the rope.

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity
**Note: Order of operations is the same if the 
harness loop is above the foot loop.



Ascending - Step by Step
1. Set up ascending system as shown.**

2. Stand up on sling (foot loop) and slide prusik 
cord (waist loop) up as high as possible

3. Sit in harness to hang on prusik cord (waist 
loop) and slide the sling (foot loop) up as high 
as possible.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 to move up the rope.

5. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 
a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
every 5 feet or so as a backup.

Backup knot

Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

*Note: Tie-in knot shown on belay loop for clarity
**Note: Order of operations is the same if the 
harness loop is above the foot loop.



Optional Technique
Stuck Rappeler
Ascending with a Rappel Device
Step by Step



Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Autoblock

Rappel 
Device**

Rappel 
Extension

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Starting condition:
Rappelling on an extension with 
an autoblock backup.

Prusik cord

Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device



Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Locking 
CarabinerBackup 

Knot *Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.



Climber’s 
Belay Loop*

Rappel 
Device

Prusik 
Cord

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, above the rappel device.

Klemheist
(or bachmann)

Double 
Fisherman’s 
Bend



Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, above the rappel device.

3. Attach the free end of the rappel extension 
sling to the prusik cord using a locking 
carabiner

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Locking 
Carabiner

Rappel 
Extension 
Sling

Prusik 
Cord



Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, above the rappel device.

3. Attach the free end of the rappel extension 
sling to the prusik cord using a locking 
carabiner

4. Tie a large figure 8 on a bight in one of the 
loose strands of the rope below the backup 
knot. This is your foot loop.

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Figure 8 on a Bight 
(Foot Loop)

Free rope 
from below 
backup knot



Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, above the rappel device.

3. Attach the free end of the rappel extension 
sling to the prusik cord using a locking 
carabiner

4. Tie a large figure 8 on a bight in one of the 
loose strands of the rope below the backup 
knot. This is your foot loop.

5. Attach the foot loop to the locking carabiner 
on the prusik cord using a clove hitch, adjust 
the clove hitch to a convenient length for a 
foot loop.

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Figure 8 on a Bight 
(Foot Loop)

Free rope 
from below 
backup knot

Clove 
Hitch

Locking 
Carabiner



Rigging to Ascend with Rappel Device
1. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 

a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
and transfer your weight onto this knot.

2. Re-tie the auto-block as a klemheist or 
bachmann, above the rappel device.

3. Attach the free end of the rappel extension 
sling to the prusik cord using a locking 
carabiner

4. Tie a large figure 8 on a bight in one of the 
loose strands of the rope below the backup 
knot. This is your foot loop.

5. Attach the foot loop to the locking carabiner 
on the prusik cord using a clove hitch, adjust 
the clove hitch to a convenient length for a 
foot loop.

You are now ready to ascend

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Figure 8 on a Bight 
(Foot Loop)

Brake Strand

Prusik 
Cord



Ascending Rope with Rappel Device
1. Set up ascending system as shown

2. Slide the prusik cord up as high as possible.

3. Stand in the foot loop and pull as much slack 
as possible through the rappel device.

4. Lock off the brake strand in the brake 
position and sit down in the harness.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 while keeping the brake 
strand locked off whenever not standing in 
the foot loop to move up the rope.

6. Clip the climbing rope to the belay loop with 
a figure 8 on a bight and locking carabiner 
every 5 feet or so as a backup.

7. If you need to release the brake strand in 
order to tie a backup knot or rest you can 
lower yourself down until your weight rests 
on the prusik via the rappel extension sling.

*Note: Rappel extension sling shown on belay loop for clarity

Figure 8 on a Bight 
(Foot Loop)

Brake Strand

Prusik 
Cord


